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Abstra t

ate predi tions about the runtimes of newly submitted jobs. Algorithms for generating su h predi tions
are des ribed in Se tion 2.
Predi tion algorithms typi ally work in two steps.
Given a newly submitted job, they rst s an the available histori al data and look for similar jobs that
have exe uted in the past. For example, similar jobs
may be dened as all the jobs that were exe uted on
behalf of the same user on the same number of pro essors. They then apply some fun tion to the runtimes
of this set of jobs. For example, the fun tion an be
to ompute the distribution of runtimes, and extra t
the 90th per entile. This value is then used as the
runtime predi tion for the new job.
Our starting point is to observe that this
predi tion-generation pro ess loses information: we
have information about the runtimes of many previous similar jobs, but we redu e this into the single
number  the predi tion. Why not use all the available information instead? This means that s heduling de isions will be made based on assumed distributions of runtimes, rather than based on predi tions
of spe i runtimes.
The advantage of making a spe i predi tion is
that the s heduling be omes deterministi : when we
want to know whether a job an run or not, we assume it will run for the predi ted time, and then he k
whether we have enough pro essors that are free for
this duration. But if we use a distribution, we are
redu ed to probabilisti arguments. For example, we
may nd that there is an 87% han e that the proessors will be free for the required time. But this is
a tually a more a urate representation of the situation at hand, so it has the potential to lead to better
performan e.
We apply the above ideas in the ontext of ba klling s hedulers. Ba klling is an optimization usually
applied to FCFS s heduling that allows small and
short jobs to run ahead of their time provided they
t into holes that were left in the s hedule. In our new

Ba klling is a s heduling optimization that requires
information about job runtimes to be known. Su h
information an ome from either of two sour es: estimates provided by users when the jobs are submitted,
or predi tions made by the system based on histori al data regarding previous exe utions of jobs. In
both ases, ea h job is assigned a pre ise predi tion
of how long it will run. We suggest that instead the
whole distribution of the histori al data be used. As
a result, the whole ba klling framework shifts from
a on rete plan for the future s hedule to a probabilisti plan where jobs are ba klled based on the
probability that they will terminate in time.

1 Introdu tion
S heduling parallel jobs for exe ution is similar to bin
pa king: ea h job needs a ertain number of pro essors for a ertain time, and the s heduler has to pa k
these jobs together so that most of the pro essors will
be utilized most of the time. To perform su h pa king ee tively, the s heduler needs to know how many
nodes ea h job needs, and for how long. The number
of pro essors needed is typi ally spe ied by the user
when the job is submitted. The main question is how
to estimate how long ea h job will run.
The simplest solution to this question is to require
the user to provide a runtime estimate [6℄. However,
logs of jobs that have run on large s ale parallel super omputers reveal that user runtime estimates are
very ina urate [7℄. The reason for this is that systems typi ally kill jobs that ex eed their estimate,
giving users a strong in entive to over-estimate the
runtimes of their jobs.
The alternative to user-provided estimates is
system-generated predi tions. Pra ti ally all systems
olle t information about jobs that have run in the
past. This information an then be mined to gener1

approa h, this t be omes a probabilisti predi tion;
jobs will be ba klled provided there is a high probability that they will t. In other words, we dene
a threshold τ and perform the ba klling provided
that the probability that the job will not terminate
in time is less than τ .
In keeping with the spirit of ba klling, the meaning of will not terminate in time is that the ba klled job will delay the rst queued job. The algorithm for al ulating this is des ribed in detail in Se tion 4. The results of simulations that assess how well
this performs are then shown in Se tion 5.

previous exe utions in the lass as the predi tion [10℄.
Mu'alem and Feitelson suggest using the mean runtime in the lass plus 1.5 standard deviations, to redu e the danger of under-predi tion [7℄. Tsafrir et
al. use the simplest s heme of all: they just use the
average runtime of the last two terminated job that
have been submitted by the same user [11℄.
The problem with using runtime predi tions other
than user estimates with ba klling is the fa t that
the jobs may be under-predi ted. Killing the jobs in
this situation is highly undesirable, sin e the users
have neither tools to avoid it nor indi ation that this
is going to happen. Therefore, the only reasonable
way to solve under-predi tion is to violate the reservation for the rst job in the queue and delay it until
the pro essors be ome available [11℄. But there is no
promise su h delays will ever stop, unless we forbid
future ba klling, be ause the ba klled jobs may in
their turn also be under-predi ted.
The same question arises when the predi tions are
initially set too large, like when using doubling (or
tripling, quadrupling and so on) [11℄. If the system
were a single-user system, then this strategy would
probably be good  it pushes forward the jobs with
less requirements (on average), so the average waiting
time is expe ted to de rease. However, sin e we are
dealing with multi-user systems, su h an approa h is
insu ient, and may appear extremely unfair.
In this work, however, we use EASY-ba klling
as the base algorithm. A ording to [11℄, when the
predi tions are orre t, the overall performan e of
EASY-ba klling usually improves.

2 Algorithms that Use
Predi tions
There are many dierent algorithms that require predi tions or user estimates of job runtimes, in luding
EASY ba klling and shortest-job-rst. In EASY
ba klling, jobs are ba klled provided they do not
delay the rst queued job [6℄. One of the onditions
used to verify this is that the ba klled job will terminate before the time when enough pro essors for
the rst queued job will be ome available. This requires the runtimes of urrently exe uting jobs to be
known (in order to nd out when they will free their
pro essors), and the runtime of the potential ba kll
job (to nd out if it will terminate in time). Shortest
job rst requires runtime knowledge in order to sort
the jobs.
There has been some debate in the literature on
whether a urate runtime predi tions are a tually important. Somewhat surprisingly, the rst papers on
this issue indi ated that ina urate predi tions lead
to improved performan e [3, 13℄. However, more reent resear h has shown that a urate estimates are
indeed bene ial [1, 12, 11℄, thus providing added motivation for the quest for more a urate predi tions.
Several algorithms have been suggested to enable
runtime predi tions based on histori al data. Gibbons rst partitions the histori al data into lasses
based on the user and the exe utable. Importantly,
exe utions on dierent numbers of pro essors are inluded in the same lass. He then nds a quadrati
least-squares t of the runtime as a fun tion of the
number of pro essors used. This is used to ompute
a predi tion for the requested number of pro essors
[5℄. Smith et al. also divide jobs into lasses, but
use various job attributes in addition to the user and
exe utable. They then use the mean runtime of all

3 Predi ting Job Runtime
Distributions
Both ba klling-based s hedulers and SJF use singlevalue predi tions due to their simpli ity. But in fa t
predi ting a job's runtime annot usually be done deterministi ally. A job's runtime depends on many fa tors, that in lude not only system internal onditions
su h as the network load, but also terminations due to
errors and user an ellations. These last fa tors are
external to the system, and they greatly ompli ate
runtime predi tion. Errors usually show in orre t behavior pretty soon after a job starts, and many faults
may be dis overed long before a job would have terminated without the error. Users also know this, and
they tend to test partial output soundness soon after
their jobs start. Therefore, in ases of errors the job
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is usually terminated or an eled almost immediately.
For instan e, 2613 out of 5275 (50%) an eled jobs
in the SDSC-SP2 tra e whose user estimates were set
for at least 200 minutes were an eled within 20 minutes after their start times (this and other tra es we
use ome from the Parallel Workloads Ar hive [9℄; see
Table 1). Modeling these s enarios is impossible with
single-value predi tions: a single value an give either
a mean or a quantile of the job's runtime distribution,
but annot model the whole distribution.
Another problem with single-value predi tions is
the fa t that they should ontain all the information
upon whi h s heduling de isions are made. Dierent deviations from the real runtime ause dierent
and possibly in omparable damage. This leads to
predi tion poli ies that are s heduler-dependent. An
extreme example is ba klling, whi h kills jobs whose
runtimes are longer than the user estimates. Thus,
over-predi tions are mu h less damaging than underpredi tions. Therefore the user estimates tend to be
biased upwards, as users tend to give high estimates
fearing their jobs will be killed.
Predi ting the distribution of a job's runtime is
based on the on ept of lo ality of sampling [2℄. This
makes a distin tion between the global distribution
of runtimes, when looking at a long time span, and
the lo al distribution of runtimes that is observed at
a ertain instant. The idea is that runtimes  like
other workload attributes  exhibit lo ality, so the
lo al distribution is mu h more predi table than the
global one.
To utilize this observation, we divide time into
short sli es, and hara terize the runtime distribution
in ea h one using binning. In parti ular, the model
groups jobs arriving within ea h 15-minute sli e of
time together. The runtime distribution was modeled
for ea h sli e individually. The modeling is done by
dening a set of dis rete bins, and ounting how many
job runtimes fall in ea h bin. The bin sizes used were
logarithmi , with ranges that grow by a fa tor of 1.8;
this gives a better resolution for short jobs, whi h are
more numerous. The values 15 minutes and 1.8 were
sele ted empiri ally so as to maximize the observed
lo ality in several dierent workload tra es [8℄.
To redu e omplexity it is desirable to tra k only a
limited number of distin t distributions. The tradeo
here is that using more distributions in reases a ura y, but also in reases the omplexity of the modeling. Therefore we want to nd the number that provides good a ura y at an a eptable ost. In most
ases it turned out that 16 distin t distributions pro-

vide reasonable results.
Coming up with representative distributions involves a learning pro ess. On e enough data is available (we use one week's worth of a tivity) a set of 16
representative distributions is learned using an iterative pro ess. The learnt distributions are then used
in the HMM model des ribed below as predi tions for
the dierent jobs. Typi ally only 23 iterations are
needed to onverge to an a eptable set; using more
typi ally results in overtting. The riterion for onvergen e is that the distan e from the previous model,
multiplied by the square root of the number of samples (all the jobs observed so far) is smaller than a
given threshold. Later, as more data is a umulated,
this will grow again beyond the threshold, and the
learning pro ess is repeated using all the additional
data a umulated so far. Thus the quality of the
model is expe ted to inprove the longer the system is
in use.
The nal stage of the modeling is to reate a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to des ribe transitions
and see how things hange. The model has 16 states,
orresponding to the dierent runtime distributions.
States may have self-loops to a ount for situations
where the lo al distribution stays the same for more
than 15 minutes. Che king the observed distributions
of how long ea h state is in ee t indeed revealed that
in the vast majority of ases this is geometri ally distributed.
The distributions and model are learned on-line as
more jobs are submitted and terminate. Thus when
running the algorithm on a job tra e, initially it is
impossible to provide good predi tions. when enough
information a umulates, the model tra ks the state
that the system is in, and uses the distribution that
hara terizes this state as the predi tion for newly
submitted jobs.

4 Using Distributions in the
S heduling Algorithm
Given histori al data regarding previous job exe utions, one an t a model of the distribution of runtimes or just use the empiri al distribution. This se tion dis usses the ways how this information an be
pra ti ally used by a s heduler. In parti ular, we base
our work on the EASY ba klling s heme.
Given that runtimes are ontinuous, keeping histori al data about multiple jobs an burden the system and in rease the omplexity of the s heduling
3

algorithm. For that reason we will assume the distribution is dis retized by dividing the runtimes into N
bins. The sizes of the bins will be logarithmi : there
will be many bins for short runtimes, and the top bins
ea h represent a large range of runtimes.
EASY ba klling maintains a queue of waiting jobs
(ones that have been submitted but have not yet
started) ordered by their submission times. The steps
of the EASY ba klling s heduling pro edure, whi h
is exe uted ea h time a job arrives or terminates, are
as follows:

at dierent times due to terminations of the urrently
running jobs and the distribution of the ba klled
job's runtime are independent.
The following notation will be useful. Suppose the
urrent time is t0 . Assuming that the job we are
onsidering is indeed ba klled, we denote its (unknown) true termination time by te . For ea h time t,
t0 ≤ t < ∞, we denote by c(t) the number of pro essors that are released by the urrently running jobs
before and in luding time t. Also, let cq be the number of pro essors that must be released to start the
rst job in the queue, and c the number needed to
1. As long as there are enough idle pro essors to start both the rst job and the ba kll job together.
start the rst job in the wait queue, remove this Armed with these notations, we an say that the aljob from the queue and start it.
gorithm should ba kll i
2. Given the rst job in the queue that annot start
Pr(∃t ∈ (t0 , te ) : cq ≤ c(t) < c) < τ.
be ause of insu ient idle pro essors, nd when
the required number will be ome free and make
In words: the probability that there exists some time
the reservation for this job.
t before the termination of the ba klled job when
3. Continue s anning the queue, and start (ba kll)
the number of released pro essor's is enough to start
jobs if they don't violate this reservation.
the rst job in the queue but not enough to run both
However, the idea of the algorithm an be expressed jobs  so the ba klling postpones the start of the
more on isely. In fa t, Step 2 is more of an im- rst job in the queue  is smaller than τ .
However, the termination time te is not known. Inplementation issue than part of the ore of the algorithm. Thus steps 2 and 3 an be united as follows: stead, we have a distribution. Integrating over all the
Continue s anning the queue, and start jobs if this possible termination times of the ba klled job we
doesn't delay the start time of the rst job in the then re eive the ondition
Z ∞
queue. This is independent of how the ondition of
Pr(te , ∃t ∈ (t0 , te ) : cq ≤ c(t) < c) dte < τ.
not delaying the rst job is veried. And we an also
t0
relax the ondition, and repla e it with a ondition
that it will not be delayed with a high probability.
Sin e by assumption of job runtimes independen e te
In EASY ba klling ea h job is assigned a single and c(t) are independent, this probability is
value for its predi ted runtime, and this predi tion
Z ∞
is used as the exa t runtime in a very deterministi
Pr(te ) Pr(∃t ∈ (t0 , te ) : cq ≤ c(t) < c) dte < τ.
way. But if we don't have a single-value predi tion,
t0
but rather a distribution, it is not possible to make
su h a de ision in a deterministi way. Instead, there The rst fa tor in the integrand is modeled by the
are many ases with dierent probabilities that may predi tor  it is exa tly the predi ted distribution of
ontradi t ea h other. Therefore we need to summa- the job's runtime. As noted above these probabilities
rize all these possibilities. To do so, we dene a single are typi ally modeled dis retely, by dividing the runparameter that is the onden e probability τ . Our time into bins and predi ting the probability to fall
new ondition for ba klling will be that the probabil- into ea h bin. The se ond fa tor is mu h harder to
ity that the ba klling postpones the start of the rst al ulate.
job in the queue is less than τ .
First of all, in order to al ulate the se ond fa tor,
Let us now formalize this idea. For simpli ity, it is we must al ulate the probability Pr(c(t) ≥ c) for
assumed that the job runtimes are independent; thus, any given time t and any given requirement c. The
for ea h two jobs with runtimes R1 , R2 , we have that probability of pro essor availability given termination
Pr(R1 , R2 ) = Pr(R1 ) Pr(R2 ) (as usual, here and ev- probabilities at time t of the urrently running jobs is
erywhere, Pr(R1 ) denotes the probability of random al ulated using Dynami Programming. The matrix
variable R1 to have its value). In parti ular, this ell Mt [n][c] denotes the probability that at time t,
means that the event of the availability of pro essors the jobs 1..n have released at least c pro essors. This
4

Algorithm 1 Runtime bin probability re al ulation

1 double[℄ re al ulate(Job job)
2
// old model
3
double old_p[N℄ = job.model;
4
// new distribution model
5
double new_p[N℄;
6
double upperBound = job.userEstimate;
7
double lowerBound = urrentTime-job.startTime;
8
for ea h runtime bin j do {
9
double newBinStart =
10
max{bin[j℄.start, min{lowerBound, bin[j℄.end}};
11
double newBinEnd =
12
min{bin[j℄.end, max{upperBound, bin[j℄.start}};
13
new_p[j℄ = old_p[j℄*
14
(log(newBinEnd )-log(newBinStart )) /
15
(log(bin[j℄.end)-log(bin[j℄.start));
16
}
17
normalize(new_p);
18
return new_p;
19 }

is al ulated re ursively as

alled, a larger part of the distributions be omes irrelevant, be ause the jobs have already run longer than
the times represented by the lower bins. Therefore
the distributions needs to be re al ulated. Be ause
our data is dis retized, the job runtime probabilities
are estimated only at the ends of the runtime bins.
The upper and lower bounds of job runtimes are the
user estimate (sin e the job is killed after it; this
is used even before the job starts) and the urrent
runtime of the job ( urrentTime-job.startTime).
Log-Uniform intra-bin interpolation is used. Algorithm 1 presents the re al ulation pro edure for the
runtime bin probabilities. Line 3 re eives the job
distribution model as proposed by the predi tor (reminder: N is the number of the runtime bins, and
j = 1..N is the index of a runtime bin). Lines 912 ensure that the new runtime bin boundaries satisfy the old bin boundaries and global boundaries. If
the runtime bin doesn't interse t the global boundaries then newBinStart==newBinEnd and therefore
new_p[j℄=0. Lines 13-15 re al ulate the probability measure remainders after log-uniform interpolation.

Mt [n][c] = Mt [n − 1][c] +
(Mt [n − 1][c − cn ] − Mt [n − 1][c]) · Pt [n].

The rst term denotes the ase when enough proessors are already idle without termination of job
number n. The se ond term is the probability that
only the termination of job n freed the required proessors. This is the produ t of two fa tors: that jobs
1..n − 1 freed at least c − cn but not c pro essors,
and that the last job terminated in time (cn is number of pro essor used by job number n, and Pt [n]
is the probability that job number n terminates not
later than t). The initialization of the dynami programing sets the obvious values: Mt [∗][0] = 1 (we
are sure that the jobs have released at least 0 proessors), and Mt [0][∗] = 0 (zero jobs do not release
any number pro essors). In the algorithm implementation, these values may be al ulated on-the-y; for
instan e, if c < cn (the number of required pro essors is smaller than the number of pro essors used
by job number n), then Mt [n − 1][c − cn ] doesn't exist in the real matrix, be ause the index is negative,
but an easily be substituted by 1, so that Mt [n][c] =
Mt [n − 1][c] + (1 − Mt [n − 1][c]) · Pt [n]. If n is the
number of running jobs, then Pr(c(t) ≥ c) = Mt [n][c].
The above requires al ulating the probabilities of
running job terminations before or at the time t (denoted above as Pt [ ]). Ea h time the s heduler is

After all the events representing the possible termination of a job are inserted into a list and sorted
by the time, one an easily al ulate the ve tor of
termination probabilities at time t.
Let A(t) be the event that t is the real start time of
Q[0℄ (the rst job in the queue) without ba klling,
5

enough processors to run
Q[0] even at time t−1
c(t−1) >= c_q

enough processors to run both
Q[0] and the backfill job at time t
c(t) >= c
want to compute
probability that can
run Q[0] but not both
at time t but not before

enough processors
to run Q[0] at time t
c(t) >= c_q

intersection hard to compute
so compute an approximation
c(t−1) >= c

Figure 1: Explanation of the Pr(A(t)) formula.
and that ba klling of the job delays the rst job
The last term is pretty hard to al ulate. However,
beyond this time. This means that
it has a lower bound of Mt−1 [n][c]  the probability
that before the last event there were enough pro esA(t) = (t ∈ (t0 , te ))∧(∀s < t, c(s) < cq )∧(cq ≤ c(t) < c)
sors to run both jobs (whi h implies c(t − 1) ≥ cq and
In words, t is before the end time of ba klled job and c(t) ≥ c). Using all the above onsiderations leads to
t is the rst time when the rst job in the queue an the bound
start but only if this job isn't ba klled. Therefore,
Pr(A(t)) ≥ (Mt [n][cq ] − Mt [n][c]) −
a ording to our probabilisti ba klling ondition,
(2)
(Mt−1 [n][cq ] − Mt−1 [n][c])
the ba klling should happen i
Pr(∃t ∈ (t0 , te ) : A(t)) < τ

The integral over t of P r(A(t)) in Equation (1)
turns
into a sum when time is dis retized. Repla But the events are disjoint, therefore the total probP
r(A(t))
with the lower bounds from Equation
ing
ability is the integral of probabilities:
(2) leads to a teles oping series. Sin e the rst item
Z te
Pr(A(t))dt < τ
(1) equals 0 (be ause initially the number of pro est0
sors is less than cq ), the total sum is Mte −1 [n][cq ] −
Mte −1 [n][c]. But although ea h of Mt [n][cq ], Mt [n][c]
The problem is to al ulate Pr(A(t)).
is
monotoni ally growing as a fun tion of t, their difSuppose t ∈ (t0 , te ). Let us hange the denition
feren
e is not monotonous; while all Pr(A(t)) ≥ 0,
of t to be dis rete time (in any units). Due to the
and
their
sum is monotonous. This means we have a
monotoni ity of c(t), Pr(A(t)) = Pr(c(t − 1) < cq ∧
tighter
bound
of
cq ≤ c(t) < c). If c(t) ≥ c or c(t − 1) ≥ c, then
X
c(t) ≥ cq , sin e c > cq and c(t) is monotonous (see
Pr(A(t)) ≥ max {Mt [n][cq ] − Mt [n][c]}
Venn diagram in Figure 1). Therefore,
t∈(t0 ,te )
t∈(t0 ,te )

Pr(A(t)) = Pr(c(t) ≥ cq ) − Pr(c(t − 1) ≥ cq ∨ c(t) ≥ c)

To summarize, the version of EASY ba klling that
uses
runtime distributions rather than point predi = Mt [n][cq ] − Pr(c(t − 1) ≥ cq ∨ c(t) ≥ c).
tions will ba kll a job if the following ondition holds
But in the se ond term, the two events in the disX
jun tion don't imply ea h other, so
Pr(te ) max {Mt [n][cq ] − Mt [n][c]} < τ
te

Pr(c (t − 1) ≥ cq ∨ c(t) ≥ c) =

t∈(t0 ,te )

That is, if the probability that su h a time exists is
less than the threshold. Algorithm 2 presents the
simplied pseudo- ode of this ba klling s heduler.
Some notes on the implementation: The result variable is monotonously growing, so on e it is bigger
than the threshold the total result is false for sure, so
no further al ulations are run. The pMax variable is

= Pr(c(t − 1) ≥ cq ) + Pr(c(t) ≥ c) −
Pr(c(t − 1) ≥ cq ∧ c(t) ≥ c)
= Mt−1 [n][cq ] + Mt [n][c] −
Pr(c(t − 1) ≥ cq ∧ c(t) ≥ c)
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Algorithm 2 The distribution-based ondition for ba klling.

bool shouldBa kfill(Job job) {
List events = <list of job terminations sorted by time>
int n = <# of running jobs>
double P[n℄;
// max(t){M[n℄[ ℄-M[n℄[ 0℄}
double pMax = 0;
double result = 0;
int 0 = <# of pro essors needed to run Q[0℄>
int = <# of pro essors needed to run both jobs>
for ea h j=runtime bin do {
for ea h e in events before bin[j℄.end do {
P[e.job℄ += e.probability;
< al ulate M using Dynami Programming, given P>
pMax = max{pMax, M[n℄[ 0℄-M[n℄[ ℄};
}
result += job.model[j℄*pMax;
}
return result < THRESHOLD;
}

also monotonously growing. This means that if the
remaining runtime bin probability multiplied with
the urrent pMax together with the urrent result
are bigger than the threshold, it is also enough to stop
al ulating and return false. These improvements are
very important, sin e the s heduler runs on-line. Our
simulations (reported in the next se tion) indi ate
that indeed the overhead of the s heduler is very low:
simulating a full year of a tivity, with order of 100,000
alls to the s heduler, takes about half an hour.
If the predi tor returns no runtime predi tion
(whi h might happen if no histori al data is available), then the single probability event is inserted,
whi h is the user estimate with probability of 1. If
this is the ase for all the running jobs, then the algorithm works exa tly like the original EASY algorithm: all the termination events ome from the running jobs' terminations by user estimates, and therefore the algorithm works in a very deterministi way.

log
CTC SP2
KTH SP2
SDSC SP2
SDSC Blue

duration
6/965/97
9/968/97
4/984/00
4/001/03

jobs
77,222
28,489
59,725
243,314

avg
wait
425.7
334.6
429.6
720.2

avg
run
188.0
161.8
123.6
95.5

Table 1: Workloads used in the analysis and simula-

tions. Average wait and run times are in minutes.

pro essors than the ma hine has, the requirement is
aligned to the ma hine size.
The runtime distributions were modeled using a
Hidden-Markov Model with 16 states, where ea h
state orresponds to a runtime distribution. The
model grouped jobs arriving within a 15-minute sli e
of time together. The runtime distribution was modeled using logarithmi bins, with ranges that grow
by a fa tor of 1.8. The details of the modeling are
presented in detail in [8℄. The threshold used for the
probabilisti ba klling was τ = 0.05.
In order to avoid the inuen e of the runtime differen es between the tra es we used waiting time for
the performan e metri . The system is a multi-user
system, therefore fairness is also an issue. Therefore,
the L1 -type metri s that take the average or sum of
all the jobs' metri values are not enough  a job
that suers from bad servi e is not ompensated by
the fa t that in average the jobs wait little in the

5 Results
The probabilisti ba klling s heme des ribed above
was evaluated by omparing it with EASY ba klling,
using simulations of several workloads available from
the Parallel Workloads ar hive [9℄ (Table 1). In these
workload logs, jobs that are an eled before they start
have 0 runtime and also 0 pro essors. These jobs were
removed from the simulation. If a job requires more
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Figure 2: CDF of waiting time for Probabilisti EASY vs. base EASY. The arrows show the jobs that benet
from the probabilisti approa h.
Tra e name
CTC SP2
SDSC SP2
SDSC Blue
KTH SP2
Total

queue. In order to present the omplete pi ture of
what is going on for all the jobs the full CDFs of the
waiting times are presented.
Figure 2 ompares the onventional EASY s heduler with the probability-based s heduler. The X-axis
is the waiting times of the jobs in a logarithmi s ale,
and the Y-axis its CDF. The CDF doesn't start from
0, sin e there a large fra tion of the jobs don't wait
in the queue at all: around 50% of the jobs for SDSC
Blue and KTH, slightly less for SDSC SP2, and more
than 75% of the jobs for CTC.
As the results are shown in the form of a CDF,
a urve that is lower and more to the right implies
higher wait times and thus worse performan e. Conversely, a urve that is higher and to the left indi ates
lower wait times and better performan e. The arrows
represent the fra tion of jobs for whi h waiting time
improved due to the probabilisti approa h  this
is the interval of the CDFs where the results for the
probabilisti s heme (dashed line) are to the left of
and above the EASY results (solid line).
The on lusions of this hart is that usually most
of the jobs that had to wait at all are better o using
the probabilisti approa h. Note that the X-axis is
logarithmi , and a tually overs a very large range 
it hanges by a fa tor of 2.5 × 106 . Therefore, when

EASY
21.3 min
364 min
131 min
114 min

Probabilisti
18.1 min -15.2%
373 min +2.6%
105 min -19.5%
113 min
-0.6%
-8.7%

Table 2: Arithmeti mean of waiting times.
Tra e name
CTC SP2
SDSC SP2
SDSC Blue
KTH SP2
Total

EASY
28.2 se
639 se
203 se
181 se

Probabilisti
25.3 se
-10.1%
635 se
-0.7%
135 se
-33.6%
147 se
-18.9%
-16.7%

Table 3: Geometri mean of waiting times.
the line moves left even for a little, this may represent
an improvement fa tor of 2. Also, it looks that if
the job started waiting, it usually waits for at least a
minute. Another nding is that there is a pla e in the
hart where the line is almost straight. This means
that the waiting time distribution at some intervals
is lose to a log-uniform distribution.
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[3℄ D. G. Feitelson and A. Mu'alem Weil,  Utiliza-

Tables 2 and 3 summarize the improvements in the
wait time metri in the form of the arithmeti and
geometri means. The Rformula for al ulating the
geometri mean is exp( f (w) ln max{w, wmin }dw),
where w is the job's waiting time, f (w) is its PDF and
wmin is the ommonly used threshold of 10 se onds,
see for instan e [4℄. Therefore, the improvement in
the geometri mean metri value is exa tly the area
between the lines of the hart that are to the right of
w = wmin .
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